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(:05). We are going in a direction that Pl is taking over the energy S, a Pl that everyone 

can create in their homes. Ghana will present. (:10). We might get embedded in a Space 

Agency at governmental level. We watch fro infiltration by Belgium and German 

nationals. No one has been accepted as U Council member yet, you only become a 

member when you receive your acceptance by September. Your conduct has to comply 

with criterion, peaceful, unification, not division, lying and cheating etc. (:13). The 

purpose is unification of the planet, and already they are behaving in the ways of the past, 

which means setup by. (:17).  Summarizes the gas Cores and the Cu Coils ... (:24). You 

can make combined S that can co-exist and each find their positioning, and then you find 

strange phenomenon. ... the advantage of working on this planet is that you have the 

matter state Gans, rotate the inner core, you'll find the fields coming through it will be 

fascinating, from the earth it goes up the center. Any fruit that has Pl Gans replicates this 

and does the same, apples, pears, oranges, you call it the "center core" , comes through 

the bottom, where the seeds are and out the top, the center line of any fruit is the same as 

the center line of the Pl flow of any planet, star or galaxy. (:27). Show pictures of the 

oranges it gives you everything how fields flow, this is a gift. Now you should be able to 

understand it's a P living entity which has decided to divide itself, and transfer its field 

flow and create a Gans of itself, skin of itself and then within the field flow allow its 

interaction and creation of another entity within this entity of the same. Amazing, inside 

it you see the flow of the fields. (:29). Keshe draws on photo, the center flow, on the sides 

you have the MG fields of the orange, due to some changes the orange has decided to 

create a second line of flow, a duplicate of itself, a satellite inside the Pl of itself, and uses 

the same skin. It has realigned itself that the field flow is exactly the same. In Space T 

this gives you a lot of understanding how to position the flows, from the M field in center 

to align further out. (:32). The fruits M field flow is the same as the planet. For those who 

understand this flight should be within hours, to replicate. Leave the center reactors free. 

In the (health) Pens you made your double core, you left the pin in the center which pin 

points the energy, in your reactors you have to do the same. In the (new) Cores with coils 

inside you dictate the direction of flow. You have the Gans Patch which in which the 

energy is everywhere, you direct it with the Pen, you see the (center) pin is here in the 

fruit. All the stars have the same channel flow of Pl. ?? .. they become solid state matter 

on the surface. (:35). but internally the field flow is exactly the same. The field flow, 

speed of rotation gives you what you need. When you put a coil inside a core you create a 

beating, this creates a mixing, every click, within the Pl of the core intensifies the 

strength of the fields, this is important it's the breaking point, the change point, this is 

what you need, and because all the coils are of the same structure, every winding is of the 

same material you create a massive homogenous and massive MG in 2 layers, and then in 

interaction with the totality you create lift. (:37). and shielding at same time. You have to 

get the balance of the energy right and those of you ?? have done this in the next few 

hours, Arman is almost there, you need to put a pin in the center to direct the fields flow 

right through the coil. What you see is how field flows come to create your position, you 

create rotation. (:39). Last photo, we see this in the galaxies of the U, tilted rotations, 

moons. In some planetary S there is a moon size inside the whole structure, the same as a 



moon size outside the structure, these are very common because of the high-speed of the 

flow of the Pl and fields, we see the vortexes, ?? see big cloud in Solar S. ?? The U is 

expanding or moving but it can only do that because the room is there for it, in the fields 

of other fields in U for it to be expanded into, the same with the electron, proton, your 

reactors. (:42). You do this in Pl condition, the minute you leave the surface of earth and 

go up to the boundaries of the MG field balance, the more you are in a Gans Pl gas state 

nuclear condition, you're not in a matter condition. N, C, and O on the outer boundary of 

this planet, I am talking about the interaction of the fields not the solid state matter of the 

surface, the ozone layer, is created in the Gans level, first of all created in a Pl field level, 

and as it has created itself by the interaction of the fields from the Solar S, and Earth 

creates what we see as N, O, C, in this state interaction they are not solid, they're fields 

but in a given strength, and as they approach closer the MG field of the earth, now they 

have ?? full MG field one dictating lower ?? MG fields, changes to a Gans. (:44).  and on 

the surface changes to the matter level, frictions and frictions taking more (strength), 

which leaves, you get N ..?? If you understood this you can produce the same conditions 

that in the boundaries of your reactors rains down whatever you need. Why I said check 

the dust on the floor, and see what you got, check the environment and see what you see, 

Arman is on the verge of showing the very first flight S, the last leg is for the coil to show 

the direction of ?? ... with a little pin at the bottom he can position it, stabilize the 

rotation, field stabilizer. If mixture, speed of rotation, the coil and coating of it, is right, 

we have heard the noise of interaction, seen surface ?? vibrations, the position of the 

movement of the Pl in noise level, now we are in the outer boundary level. (:46 - 48). ... 

The beating inside creates a given condition, this is what you are looking for, ... we 

changed the course. (:49).  Arman shows his work his 2 field (empty) reactors. you can 

change the direction and speed of the motors, and he made a double coil on a rod, you 

need that mixing, the same inner core is the Caroline Core, this mixing in the center of 

the Gans LP ?? stirs up the rotation of the Gans Pl itself, if you increase the speed where 

the separation builds up the constant,  (:51).  it becomes, earth has ?? speed rotation 1000 

km per day, which creates day and night, gives the solid state matter of the earth, you 

increase it in rotation around the sun, 10,000, you increase the speed of sun in the galaxy 

at a 100 and then the Galaxy in the U at 1 million, then it gives you a benchmark you 

need to travel in the matter state condition of the earth, to travel in the Solar S, Galaxy 

and in the U media, that medium is the most important part for you to understand, and 

what we created in Arman's blue ball, contain a matter Gans state, to be filled up, you can 

see the liquid (Pl), it's a matter state, so your S will respond to a matter state MG field 

which means it will create light and positioning in this ??, when you go out of the earth 

boundary it will NOT work, because you have to change the speed and the media, the 

medium when you go to space of the Solar S is like a vapor Pl, then when you enter into 

the U condition you work within the F Pl, so we have some steps to go. If Arman can fix 

his double coil in the center of ball we can show the change. Up to now we have been 

dependent on the speed of the rotation of the Core, .. how the energy was packed in and 

whenever it was released in a given condition we created 129 Tesla, now we dictate 

internally because the surface friction, this is partly of the liquid Gans in respect to the 

matter state of the glass or the Cu coil we used before, dictates the limitation of the field 

level, now meeting it internally you take control of the total field, what comes from 

outside, from the boundary what goes from inside you create in interaction with each 



other 2 fields which carry both G and M you'll find positioning and lift. (:54).  This is a 

copy of the planet earth, of the Solar S, U. ... it depends if the winding core is Cu, Zn, or 

a composite, if you can produce a Gans of Silver in a very efficient way, add the water of 

Silver into it, which becomes the Pl state, because true replication of the earth, etc. 

Achieving this with Cu core or steel is the same you don't need glass, even those huge 

balls which you used as cores. If you can change the speeds, allow the inner and outer 

cores in the center change size. (:56). you'll find out you'll see what you have been 

looking for. There are a couple inherent problems, it rumbles, so it cannot maintain 

continuity, it becomes the first core, the bigger one the second MG field, and the 

interaction of the Pl with the Gans in the glass becomes the third and this becomes the 

skin or shine, light, but because it is not made centralized it will wobble, ?? we expect the 

sweet noise of ?? craft level, shimmers and solidification on its own, then if put the 4 of 

these in a given position of SF we'll see the creation of a full craft with the environment 

that you can walk amongst it as you like. A problem is one of the motors can't go very 

high speed, but if you make it reverse you should be able to do the same. (:58). Arman 

talks about work ??  Keshe says to add some silicone inside the core to see if can create 

light. (1:00). If you can use Pl batteries, not AC current.  (1:02). The innovation group 

has developed S that work remote and they have S that create rotation in Gans without 

motors. They are testing for the cars.     >>  (1:20). Questions about the orange within an 

orange. ?? most of the seeds are the replication of the fruits, that is what creates the 

condition, now we see seedless fruits, but the energetic info in side is still the same. The 

MG field strength in order to create, is the field which is not only produced in the fruits 

but by the tree itself.  (1:22).  by the branches, leaves, how the leaves change and then 

transfer the info to the seed itself as part of its memory. It's not that the seed is there just 

for the fruit, the behavior, the conditions which the tree exists, effects the flow of the LP 

inside it and its memorized, it's brought back and deposited in every seed, not necessarily 

by the flow of the liquid, sap, but actually by the MG field of the plant itself, every leaf 

transfers its energy, info to the seed, the fruit is the center to receive all the info not 

necessarily P, but from the fields from the other part of the tree. How to communicate 

with the trees nearby, because it's a field interaction. Man has a lot to learn about vertical 

people, that's how they evolve, the info they receive and they embed it in the seeds, they 

don't go anywhere, the tentacles are their leaves and branches, if they need water, what 

needs to be done, what needs to be deposited, what they need to change slightly..  (1:24). 

How come the trees releases info from itself that allows the birds to be able to use it for 

their food. It looks how it can exist in this environment how it needs to evolve slightly 

that it creates a different environment for it to be in ?? in comparison to the other trees 

then it transfers this info to every part of the tree, the seeds, stem trunk, and then 

collectively they decide to create a slightly different color, or different flower that they 

attract specific kinds of animals ?? can't eat, need to be specialized in ?? for the evolution 

of the plant, which the plant itself used to evolve its environment. The structure, it carries 

this info in one seed, that you can take the seed to another environment where it doesn't 

exist and you can't grow it. It's not just the temperature in that environment, its the seeds 

info about the environment it needs or it doesn't grow. So we replicate the environment 

for the plant to grow in that environment.  (1:26). The fruit carries all the info of the 

environment with it. Rick asks if the second orange grew from a seed or from the Pl 

environment. Keshe says it looks like it grew from one of the seeds inside itself, when the 



seeds first developed in it one of the seeds separated itself from started growing, taking 

the orange for its environment. In a way seedless fruits can be overridden, you can take 

that layer off and the old layer ?? The genetic manipulation is easily reversible, if you 

want to find the original seed just leave it in the Gans, change the environment, take its 

energy out and you'll see the change. You go back layer by layer. (1:29). (1:30). Question 

about mono atomic gold on human genetics. The assumption of science about man only 

using 10% of the brain, every single cell of the brain is working 24 hours a day from the 

point of its inception to the death of the man. Every cell has to be structured, in position, 

color of hair, bone, shape, etc., etc. the countless operations in the body are controlled by 

the brain, the billions of cells, all need a memory bank that they are created in the same 

place and same condition on a repeated basis when the energy level changes. (1:32). In 

present science they tell you the blood or skin cells changes after so many days to a new 

one, when you wash you see it coming off, if you think it just happens naturally it means 

you haven't understood how the U works for holding existence, that cell, bit of skin 

which you see, a bit of healing happens, or the skin is produced to cover the skin that you 

cut, USES the memory bank of the brain. The compact form of your body in operation, in 

E, in sense of creation of P is in your brain. the billions of cells in P happen as a cell in 

the brain of the man. Then you understand that every single cell in the brain is used on a 

continuous basis, it's always on charge, it always knows when it's time to change a single 

cell in such a position and then the cell next to it needs to be changed afterward. So the 

brain of the man is representation of its P in 99% of it. Actually what we use for info and 

the rest is the interaction of the fields of these parts, why did we decide to have longer 

fingers, the shape of the finger shows the E of the person. (1:34). ?? Why we see such a 

people all have such and feature and behavior, it means there is a pattern, a connection, 

btn the E, which is the behavior and the P, these are recorded, kept, how much is needed 

to be a P recording to be able to hold the data as a field. ... Even the cell itself knows that 

it is time for me to change for replication of myself, now you see how intelligent is even 

the brain itself. (2nd question) Mono atomic gold and silver can be produced in a very 

fine way, silver becomes grayish, gold becomes whitish, what does the whitish mean, all 

the neural S of the man has a connection with a ?? wide shape, white color, because in 

that state in the color of the neural S the absorption is not in the matter state, it's in the 

transition of the Pl field forces that enforces the whiteness to the color of the man. When 

you go Gans matter state, which is muscles and tissues which need to interact with P you 

become red tissue, (? white tissue as fish, or verticals (plants)), or you go to vertical 

animals you change to green. (1:36). Making mono atomic gold is extremely easy, ... a 

condition of N coating even the gold. I used a diamond tester to show the diamond 

property of the gold, we put a gold piece in N coating and it itself as crystal structure, it 

shows the behavior of diamond with diamond tester. The N structure gold has different 

strengths you might see it off white, it's same with Cu, if you create a N Cu if you allow 

it slow enough to oxidize you see it in green, if you do it slightly faster it goes black but it 

is still the Cu or it goes reddish as we use in our MaGrav S in the factory. (1:38). You 

need to create a condition that the atomic structure of the matter is encouraged to grow in 

respect to environment, so same as the orange, the inside environment of the orange 

allows the creation of another orange inside it, so this time your orange is your caustic, 

what you create as the current flows through, as we saw in the field of the orange goes 

from one side to the other, -45 



(1:43). Benjamin from Ghana, results of the Water Treatment.     

(1:53). They state their qualifications and background these results will go around the 

world. (1:59). How they processed the Gans, remove the salt and dry it, used dry weight 

to be replicable. Used  a Hach senseIon 156 to read pH, etc.  

(2:16). Tested what the Gans would do to the microbes in water. (2:18) Gans can be used 

to change or influence the state of viruses which are MaGrav based entities.  (2:24). 

Analysis of bacteria's in water. (2:27). RESULTS of tests. Most were 100% but not all.  

(2:33). Keshe talks, the tests in Tokyo show you can do water of Gans. He asks them to 

test the water of Gans. CuO2 is a punch, sledgehammer but we don't want to kill all the 

nutrients in water, try mixing with CO2. The results for CO2 was less effective, but in the 

rivers we don't want to kill the bacteria's needed for the environment. You can make 

stations along the river to add the water in right composite to allow the fish to grow but 

not the harmful bacteria. In this test you used the Gans, now try with only water of Gans.  

(2:37). We see sophisticated equipment and highly qualified scientists in Africa. World 

leaders are watching and you have shown us the first use of the Gans and cleaning up 

world. (2:40). This was shown some years ago and then threats were put on the scientists 

to keep them silent. You used dry Gans but if you would have used liquid Gans you 

would have had totally different results. Do a test with the liquid it's more effective. He 

asks them to test radioactive waters.   (2:45). Lady asked if it necessary to work with the 

concentration of the Gans? No it not necessary because you work on the strength of the 

Pl, whereas in matter state you work on the concentration. You can put a mixer in the 

Gans water at 1000 rpm, that will give you a constant fixed strength of Pl in your Gans 

water, you tune to the beats of rotation by releasing Pl. So test using the water of Gans 

that has been in a mixer for say 10 seconds and 500 rpm, compare with ones that have not 

been mixed. Because at a given speed you release fields at a given field strength. 

Standardize the energy of it. Example take some chilies from the same plant and test the 

heat of it, then put the same chili and put it in a water and mix it, you'll find potency 

changes drastically, then add a Gans of Co2 to it and mix it and test potency, you'll find 

by order of magnitude it increases beyond imagination. At this time the only way to 

standardize it is by categorizing the "release of strength" of the MG at a given rotation. I 

can't give you measurements but you can standardize strength of LP. (2:49). -27 

                                     

(2:54). Benjamin is testing disinfectants of different mixes of Gans to add to soap.  

(3:00). They did unofficial test on Radioactive waters ??  

(3:13).  

(3:14). Doctors are coming into KF and are reporting cases with the T.   

(3:22). Getting extremely interesting results on cancer processing.  

(3:26) Questions. Someone sees beautiful colors on the south pole and grey on the north 

pole, ??   (3:29). What is volume of the eye dropper of the Gans drops, it's done by 

capsules 60 of 2 to 3 mls of the material. You are joining this to collect data for 

humanity, not to produce the material. The drops are being produced in Japan. (3:32). His 

father has visual nerve deterioration wants to participate. These are one time run test, if 

you don't see any results it means it doesn't work, you don't need more bottles. You 

should see the changes in the first 3 days. It's a one time use capsule. (3:35). Some 

herbalists in Africa want to join. Yes it's an open platform. Photo of Gans that is floating. 

(3:39). Keshe teaches about separation of Gans, it's not strange, the water has different 



property, she used a discharged battery, .18 A. He draws circle on board. When you 

change the density of water by adding things you change the space of the Free Plasma. 

When you add energy or change the composition of the material, the water starts 

separating according to its MG field strength, in the center, in the liquid, you create the 

separating through the MG positioning, then it floats up all together.  ... now the vinegar 

becomes structure MG positioning, where before it was only water. Just because on the 

bottom you had some white stuff it does not mean it is all the same Gans, you 've got a 

mixture of Gans's, the new material or the energy you added, creates a separation in MG 

fields of that white layer. It's Pl energy that you add, they may all be white but not the 

same strength, so you created positioning (in the containment because now you control 

the environment) and they float. You have achieved the first lift ... Madame.  (3:43). But 

the media is liquid instead of air.  (3:51). German manufacturing getting ready, in Italy 

the banks are cooperating.  

 


